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A EIRTP HISTORY OF WAR AMING

INTRO)DUCTION

Operations Research, in its continued application, finds itself

turning increasingly to a new research tool; that of operational

gaming. Because of the considerable amount of research being done

in the military field, particular attention has been directed to-

ward War Gamning. Such attention has led tco this inquiry into t~he

histo-. of War Gaming as a -N ilmtar m practice, and its dmvelopment.

In t.he interests of brevity, only the salient developments have

been noted in this article. Specifically, the war game has been

traced from very early times, when it was treated as a modified chess

game and used principally for pleasure, through a period when it

began to gain in importnce in the military profesmm.n. As the value

of the gaeas grew, so did its complexity. This led to a significant

separation in the types of games played, which became the "Free

rine ltpiel" and the "Rigid Krdiuapiel.a" The "Free dgespiel" was

used extensively and developed into the Kap r aneuver which remains

a an important form of military training to.ey. On the other hand,

the nRigid [ritgsspiel," after languishing in a long period of relative

neglect, has experienced a rebirth as a modern research tool which

offers promising future possibilities.

ORIGINS

It is of Interest at this point to define the term "war games,"



"map maneuvers,"' and "Krispspiel," which will be used in this paper.

An inclusive and concise definition may be proposed as, an imaginary

military operation, conductri upon a map or board, and usually einplo,-

Ing various movable devices whbich are said to represent the opposing

forces, and which are moved about according to rules representing

conditions of actual warfare.

Actually, the special idea of a Sam of war has existed sinci

the dawn of history. The ancient Samn of chase, probably invented

by an Orienta± soldier, Is Wakved by many to be the oldest form of

war game. The origin uf, chess is doubtful, but is usually ascribed

to India where it appeared as a Hindu ha'tie gaem called Cbatuarsnga)' /

This early game was played on a board, a hi"il conventionalivsd map

using various pieces to represent the arm of the service then In

existence: elephants, horses, chariots, and foot soltiers. Played

by fcur persons according tc fixed rules, the Same required the use of

dice in order to determine the effects of the various moves. It Is

generally prestimd that the gam represented a moral equiveleIt. for

actual battle, a safety valve ror the belligerent Hindus, and that

it was a fair representation of the conditions as they then existed

in warfare.

The game of dreaghts and checkers, which are simllar to blot

simpler In form than chees, are perhaps many -*are older than ches*.

Bowever, it Is evident that all of these Soms ane depenent en the

millta" principle of decision at the met advantage*"e smmt.

In 16", Christopher Voi~mn invented, at ILX, a maifieatien
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of the game of cheis which he called the "Kings Game.f-/ This game
employed thirty pieces on each side: 1 king, 1 colonel, 1 marshal,

1 captain, 2 knights, 2 chancellors, 2 heralds, 2 chaplains, 2

couriers, 2 adjutants, 3 bodyguards, 3 halbardiers, and 8 private

solditrs. The pieces had fourteen different kinds of fixed moves

similar to those in chess. Somewhat popular among the Germans, the

game was developed from chess because of the prevailing belief that

chess offered training in mental and moral discipline.

During the reign of Louis XV, from 1713 to 1774, cwo card

games aoveared: Le Jeu de la Guerre and Ie Jeu de la Fortifica-

tion.2/ In these games the military symbols were printed on ,-.rds,

and they appear to have been used primarily to help teach military

students basic military facts. Copies of these card games are said

tf-o exist in the English War Office.

EAIMY DEVEJOPKEA4TS

The early part of the 18th century saw only iutnor changes

made in the kinds of games being played. This is not surprising,

s in:e their value to the military profession as training devices

for tactics and strategy had aot yet been fully recognized, and

their identification with chess was st~.& too strong for them to

bw used for anythLn but a pleaaant pabWme.

During the latter part of the 18th century, however, there

developed an increased emphasis on warfare as an exact science; a

branch of applied mathematics resembling geometry.y' V The

.sethoda of exact science, ýarticularly mathcmatica, wore being
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applied t- .- ery phase of warfare. This gs ri!• to what was

called tbe "vogue of Military Mathematics;* it being axiomatic that

.ibove all a military leader must be a ereat calculator. The possess-

ion of a great amount of mathematical knowledge became the criter-

ion of a Leau i.'s merit.-i Von der Golts has said of this period,'

"A true Atrategist of that epoch did not know how to lead a corpor-

al's guard across a ditch without a table of logarithms." Battles

were no 1 .'ger fought from motives of patr1time, but for art's

sake, and it vas deemed preferable to forego victory, rather then

to achieve it by unscientific methods.W It was inevitable that the

games wiich were created during this period would tend to reflect

the mathematical thinking ae the theories of warfare whieh were

then prevalent.

One such gaee appeared in 17EO. tssentially a modification of

the game of chess, it was invented by Ra.ig, a maste of pagee at

the Court of Brun*ck./'y' The Cam was Intended to instruct the

pages in the art of warfare, since omwy of thea were destined for

ailitary service. The Came mployed a modifled cheoaborad oem-

taming 1666 smal squares, 3 eentietars en a side, with each

square tinted to represent various features of the terrain, Trove

were represented by pawa similar to those tn chess. The board was

diVIded into taw sides, each with a fortificatiem ,iich took the

place of the kiJ4. The object of the C3&. was to capture the eppo-

nent's fortifjcation. au the troops marched and fovot aeoorAlft

to fixed rules nuch like those in the ches gmes.



It was not loui• befere additional medcftcations of chose

appeared. In fact, ost : f the game ;;f this period reflected the

influence of cheas to such .n extent that thq were called Var

Chess." Perhaps the most n 'able ewmple was the gamn proposed by

reorge Vinturinus, a famous military i.-iter and tactician at

Schlesvig.-1,' Y Publ1s3d in 1796, the game was called the *No

Kriegsspiel," and enployed a board or chart divided into )600

squares. Here again, pawns were used to represent troops. The

noves attompted to approximate the ordinary P..rches of troops,and

the configuration of Ln. •rornd was taken into account in a crude

gay. In kvupir. -` WJ ! t ' -jchiie3al theories then prevalent, sixty

pages of rules love-nod the movment and fighting of the troops.

traensfonLing the game into an extrmely complex and tedious -,er-

cise. As a result, it was receivw. wkth enthus~m by many amebers

of the military profession.

The Canm of Vinturi-us did not go without criticis .W Y/

Von der Golts has said the gam,' . . (i) . . . is a bad

proluct of the refined mdlitary education of the time, which has

piled up so ay difficulties that It was invapable of taking a

stop in advance. . . . A science of i - as 'nnceived by Yinturimns

does not i. ist..

The volge of Nilitary Nathenstics, and the chessO ýtpe var

pens which Vwer associated with it. conLtined uPth Napoleon's

trmou wept across ulr•pt. Napoleon's victories held little

respect for "li prevaling cwktqits of waging war, ari effected a



teorary :esation in the use of the war Same. It should be noted,

hoevere, that Napoleon is said to have worked out his om cainpaign

b7 mansuvering pin- vith colored heads over saps of the scene of

operatirns, an action which my have been signifleant am a fore.-

rumeor of later Orran atethodo.Y

DIVD*MT IN TW 19TH CEY

It was only a •hort time after the defeat of Napolema that

attention was once a d-. lirected toird the developmrt of the

war game, in^-orporatirg the lessons learned from these qrer.

Perhaps the fL-st sigrnficant one waa t"t invented by fwrr

Yon Reisawits, the Prussian War Counselor at Rreelau.- In

1811, he -.rsnsferred the game froa the chessboard to the sand table,

producian wt may be considered the prototpe of the madern war

Came. Woocn blockq were used. to repreesnt troops, and the terrain

was modeled In sand to a scale of D2373. Sy Is owre aiUted Cn

the blocks to represent the various branches of service. At the

request of King Frederick Wlhelm 1I, vYo Rlesewitsa, a few yews

later, mdo an liwovd model with the terrain modeled In plaits%

Ina relief, also to a seale of 1:2)73. The wmods, trees, villagre,

etc., were shoun la coher, mc' the rv-'e were ripremted bt par-

celain blocks with pointed symbols. Nis gme become very popular

at the King's cow•t.

Us hamonr of or&iglnatting the nor eume as we rec•gnize It t-

day, however, should really be gives to va Rell its, Jr., %be



acquired his father's prediliction for tihe game. As a First

Lieutenant in the Prussian Guard Artillery, he, in 1824, conceived

of the idea of adapting the game to actual military operations, and

transferred the game to realistic map-like charts with a scale of

1:8,0O0.5/ He published a set of rules which he called, "Instruc-

tions for the Representation of Tactical Maneuvers under the Guise

of a War Game." He found influsntial patronage in Prtnce William,

the future emperor, who called the attention of his father, King

Wilhelm III, and Marshal Mefflihg to the game. Marshal Meffline

exerted considerable effort toward having the game introduced into

the army, and issued instructions to the effect. At the same time,

King Wilhelm, by royal cortland, ordered the game to be adopted by

the Army. Meanwhile von Reisewitz, Jr., was instructed to produce

more maps, since it was recognized that the value of the game de-

pended to a great extent on the quality of the maps used.

The war game of von Reisswitz, Jr., employed an "ideal" map

or chart, to a scale of 1:8,000, showing approximately four miles

of ground. Trotips were represented by pieces of lead, coloured

red and blue for the opposite sides, and painted with the symbols

for the various branches of the service. In playing the game, an

ui iginal situation was given in writing to the opposing commanders

by the director or umpire, together with such special information

as it was supposed by the umpire that each side would normally

pcssess about the other in battle. Only such troops as were ac-

tually considered visible were represented on the map. Orders,

reports, and information were transmitted in writing through the umpire,
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who attempted to maintair a realistic t4i initerval for their trans-

mission. A tiMe interval of two MrW.Wes van allowed each side, with

only such movements made as would rna U-3F-ica~ly be possible in this

time in actual battle. Rates of movement were judged primarily by

the umpire or director, and the losses or the outcome of enaagement.

were determined by throws of the dice.

Several notable improvements in the war game now become evi-

de-t. An attempt at limited intelligence was introduced into the

game, together with a more realistic co-.1rol •f the movements of the

troops. Also, the chessboard type of c.•.rt was finally abandoned,

with incrreased attention being given to the use of charts which would

mora faithfully represent actual terrain.

The popularity of von Rcissvitz, Jr., aroused a great amoumt of

jealousy among his fellow officers and his superiors. This resulted

in his being transferred to a bordsr fortress at Torgau. He is said

to h&ve interpreted this as a disgrace and cooittea suicide there in

1827, leaving it to others to improve his game and develop it further.

Although his work remained the standard for over half a century, there

existed a general lack of understanding as to the conduct of the game.

To overcome this, many changes and modifications were made, with num-

erous rules and codes being added to the game. Although later sen

such as von Techischvits, von Trotha, Naumann, etc., attevptW to

prune off sonm of the useless appendages, most of them served only to

make the game more complicated and tedious.

Because o•i the Increasing degree of complexity being built intoSI



the game, von Riemseitz' game did not attain the extuasive populaity

and use which had beon expected of it. The game was played mainly in

clubs formal for this purpose at sow of the larger garrisones, uch as

the fiagdeburg Club, the law derlin War Game Club, and clubs formed

by the officer. of the Prussian Guard Artillery.±/ Daring this per-

iod, Count vcon Moltke, an outstanding military man and Ctief of Staff

of the Prussian Aroy, was an industrious ployer of the gape, and w•as

the founder and president of the Magdeburg Club in 1650. He exerted

intensive efforts toward the promotion of roe game, but was contin-

ually" cozilronted with a general lack of acceptance.

It was in 1876, that a major shift in emphasis was brought a-

bout by the work of Verdy du Vernois.VS' Y As an eminent instructor

in the Prussian ArmV, he called for a free conduct of the game, un-

obstructed by rulee ald calculptione, and paved the way for a seo-

aration of the gap Into what is now krown as Fre" Kriegs3oiel ani

Rigid Kriegasplel. The result was the crtat.ion of two schools of

thought, representing opposite views on the method of conducting the

game.

FPJD KRIXI8IIL VS RIGID KPZE35Pr]L

The Rigid [riegaspiel was e*sen...aly a continuation of the types

of complex games which had b"on played tp to this time, together with

numerous modifications and alterations. Its adherents studied war-

fare, and particularly the wars of 1866 and 1870-1871, gathering ex-

tensive information, and formulating tables and data frue alk Inror-

nation. They attempted to syateetise the rules of the gaee and
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provide tables and data which would facilitate easier application of

up-to-date information to the game and accelerate the calculations

necessary to the progress of the game. A notable development was pro-

vided in 1877 by Naumann In his book, *Das Regiments-Kriegsspiel," in

which he proposed the use of a "standard," based on the data collected,

with a 'multipliery being applied to this standard in order to account

for the variations in conditions.

The rree Krieguspiel originated in three works: the "War

Game Studies," published by Meckel at. Hanover in 18731 the "Instruc-

tions for the War Game," also published by Mackel in 1875, and "A

Contribution to the War Game," published by Verdy du Vernois as Chief

of Staff in 1876.

In his books, Meckel favoured the war game as a means of in-

struction, and asked for extensive changes in its conduct, including

the emancipation of the director from the many rules and the limited

use c' tsibles and dice. It was von Verdy who initiated the move to.

ward a free play of the game, requiring the director to judge the

,.fects of fire ind * administer the progress of the game entirely on

tie 1'asis of his own experience. Von Verdy soon after publkshed a

concrete ccample, -inticipating Keckel's intentions, and -%king it

u-ocesary for Heckel to do this.

Wtth the separation in the method of playing the war game. it

is of 'n.erest to note that, at this time the game had assumed three

essuerAil formc. In one form, the gr-e dtill eistetd to eon extent

at such; a g.me, simdlar to oneea, and Pliyed purely for pleasure#

10



with little future value to the military profession. As such it was

* diminishing in importance and in its use. In another form, it also

existed as the Rigid Kriegsspiel, with minute attention being directed

toward all the details of warfare, and with complex tables, charts,

and calculations necessary in order to play the game. Although of

potential research value to the military profession, as yet unrecog-

nized, the game proved too corplex and tedious to be used frequently

for training purposes. The third form of te game, gairing rapidly

in popularity and use, was that of the Free Kriegsspiel, conducted

entirely free of tables, charts, or calculations, and easily appU-

cable to instruction and training.

THE WAR GMAM IN VARIOUS COWMTRIES/

It should be noted at this point that the major portion of the

use and development of the war game has taken place in Germany. I t

became necessary, however, to trace briefly the introduction of the

war game into the armies of various other important countries.

NGMAND: In 1872, Captain Baring, of the Royal Artillery, introduced

the game into England by publishing a set of rules based mainly on

th,. works of von Tschischwitz. Orders were issued in 1883 by the Duke

of Cambridge, marking the official i..roduction of the game into the

English Army, and rules for its play were incorporated into the Brit-

ish Field Service Regulations. However, the practice of the game was

not made compulsory.

The maps used in England were to scales of 1 inch to the mile

11
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and 6 inches to the mile. It was fortunate that at this time most of

Great Britain had been mapped to these two scales. The war games

played in England were customarily begun on the 1 inch map, and so

conduted that the concluding part of the game would locate itself

near the garrison in which the game was being conducted. The game

was then finished either on the 6 inch Aap, or on the ground close

to the garrison as a field maneuver.

The Naval war game was also developed to a considerable extent

by the British Naval Office during this period. This is not surpris-

ing, if England's traditional emphasis on sea power is considered.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY: Austria-Hungary was attracted to the game soon

after the Prussian successes in the war of 1866, and the game was

made obligatory among officers and cadets during the winter mnths.

Three hours per week were devoted to plating the game.

ITALY: Instructions were issued by the General Staff in 1873, mark-

ing the introduction of the game into the italian army. Dhe type of

game played in Italy was based mainly on the works of von Trotha. As

such, it was of the Rigid Kriegespiel form of game. Usually played

in the third and senior years at the War College, the game was used

primarily for training in logistics and general staff work, and re-

quired forty evenings of instruction for the course.

FRANCE: In 1874, Cramer, a printer and publisher and ex-professor at

the University of Kiel, attempted, unsuccessfully, to introduce Hel-

wig's early war chess into France. In 1889, the conteporary trpe of

war game was finally incorporated as a means of instruction at the

12



French War College. The practice of the exercise was not made obli-

gatory until 1900, when orders were issued to this effect, and the use

of the game was extemnded to include regiments and garrisons.

RUSSIA: in 1875 and 1876, orders were tssued in Russia requiring the

instruction of officers by means of the war game, or, as they were

then. beginning to be called, map maneuvers. During this same period,

the Naval war game also appeared at St. Petersburg and was frequently

played. Used primarily for training and examination, the war game

was allotted fifteen evenings during the winter months. Russia, how-

ever-, was confbonted with oeveral serious problems in the us* of the

game., including a general lack of interest, a shortage of competent

and experienced directors, and an appalling lack of basic military

knowledge on the part of the participants..

TUSMET The exact date of the introduction of the war game into Tur-

* key is not known. Howv.,er, the game was prescribed in the Field Ber-

vice Regulations of the Turkish Arvo4 Mamy of the officers of the

Turkish Army wee being trained in Germany, where they became acquain-

ted with the war game. On their return to Turkey, they brought with

them the practice of the gass.

JAPANt The war game was Introduced iito Japan by efckt, brirnting

with him the Free Kriegdspiel method of play. Translations of Neckel

and Yon Verty were used to a considerable extent, aMr the game was

emphasized by the War College. It was felt that maer of the sueeses

of the Japanese a lso in the Raues-Japanese war ca u attributed to

training received in playing the game.

13



THE '4.R GAME IN THE UNITED STATES

The introduction of the war game into the United States can be

traced to the early part of the 19th cantury when several elementary

tactical games appeared.Y One of these, published by Robert Smirk in

1811, was called the "review of a Battalion of Infantry." During the

Civil War, several sets of so-called "tactical blocks" appeared,

called "The Automaton R6,"ient," "Company," and "Battery." Thoee

were produced by Captain Douglas Breverton. For a time, Royal Chess

was played in this country, employing two to four sets of chessmen

with an equal number of boards. It is believed that the game was

based on some of the earliest forms of Kriegsspiel, perhaps Helvig's

game, and was probably studied from the criginals, since no trans-

lations can be found and little information exists regarding their

practice. Other games included %War ahess, or the Game of Battle,"

published in 1866 by C. B. Richardson and Company, and "Militaire,"

the invention of Reverend Wilhelm of Pftteb-zrgh, Pa., and published

in 1876 by J. B. Lippencott and Compai. Very little information is

availabli concerning most of the early 19th century games in the

UhitMd States.

The first intortant work appeared in 1883, in a book published

by W. R. Livermore, a Major in the U.S. Corps of hgineers.- This

work, called "The American Kriegsspiel,* was based mainly on the

writings of von Tachischwits as translated by Captain Baring into

Inglish.

The apparatus which Livermore used included an "ideae" geographical
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or topographical map, with coloured blocks to represent troops. A

"general problem" was stated in writing by the game director, A th

"special situations" and limited intelligence given to each aide.

Livermore proposed the use of three maps, with three rooms, having

each side possess only such knowledge of the opponent's forces and

movements as it would normally be expected to acquire in actual oper-

ations. Only such troops as would normally be seen, or about which

informaTion could reasonably be expected to exist, would be shown on

a side's map.

A record of the progress of the game was kept by the director

on a large board called the Firing Board. Charts were used (Figure 1,

page 27). detailing the rates of movements for the various branches

of the service under varying conditions, and tables, based on logar-

ithms, were used for the calculations of losses and the effects of

fire. The system employed was an improvemant of that proposed

earlier by Naumann, using the standard and the multipliers (Figure 2,

page 29). Much of the data and information used by Livermore was ob-

tained from the t;.vil War and the Ware of 1886 and 1870-1871. Min-

ute details were included in the calculations, such as the effects

of fire, fatigue, the state of training of the troops. morale, the

variations in terrain, etc. There were all accounted for by the

use of the multipliers which modified the normal value according

to the variations in conditions. Dicet were used to determine the

results of uncertain chance occurrences. The game of Livermore was

essentially a more up-to-date, and a more complae, version of the

15



early game of von Reisswits, as interpreted by von Tschischwita.

At about the same time that Livervr.re's work appearedp an-

other book called 0Strategos'o- vs published by Lt. 0. A. L. Totten,

of the 4th U. S. Cavalry. This book vas .!hedvIed to appear in 1880,

but due to difficulties in publishing, did not appear w.t1 abort

1895. Although Livermore insisted that Tettsa's work " sisent*4 Ally

a translation of the German Iriegaspiel' Totten claimed that he

created the original work independent of any study of rpmar. methods.

However, during the period in which publishing w*a delayed, Totten

did compare Strategos with some German works, ai i s aid to have

incorporated some of the better features. -otten asserted that his

work is better than any German game, or the American Kriegsspiel,

siiice Strategos is actually divided into two parts: The Battle

Game and the Advanced Game. The Battle Game was provided for be-

ginners, and teaches basic movenerta and formations. The Advanced

Game, which was very similar to LVvermor 'a game, would be used by

more advanced students. The absence of a beginner's game in the

earlier types of war games was a lack which Totten felt he had over-

come,

The apparatus used by Totten in the Battle Game consisted of

a chess qype of game hoard, 48" x 40%, -n which blocks which repre-

sented troops were played with fixed moves such as those in the

chess game.

Mape or charts were used for the Advanced Oame, with a scale

of 5 to 10 inches to the mile. Moves vere made accordingto time

16
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and distance figures given by various charts and tables such as

those in Figure 1., and losses due to fire were again calculated by

appling multipliers to standards in order to account for various

conditions (see Figure-2.). Messages and order!, r-ere written and

transmitted through the director, with allowance being made for the

passage of tLae. In general, the game was very similar to the Amer-

ican Kriegsspiel of Livermore, eccept, perhaps for the fact that the

great bulk of Totten' s data and charts were based on information ob-

tained from the American Civil War.

The games of Livermore and Totten were received with as little

enthusiasm in the United States as was the game of won Reisswitz,

and the Rigid Kriegsspial, in Oermany and the rest of Europe. It

was inevitable that the dichotomLzation of the game in Europe, with

tht appearance of von Verdy's work, would eventually be repeated

in the United States. Perhaps the mest influential in bringing this

about was iben Swift,.I of the 5th U. S. Cavalry, who in 1897 trans-

lated von Verdy's aA Simplified War Game," thereby introducing the

Free Kriogespial to the U. S. Army.

During this same period, the Naval War Game was suggested

by Lt. Vm. NeC. LittlX and ree.ive, an increasing amount of atten-

tion. A "Coast Artillery War Game* • .9 also published in 1916 by

Major le. Chamberlaine. These gameo wqxyad blackboards, sheets

of paper or charts, or maps placed on large tables, in order to

illustrate coast lines, oceans, harbors, etc., and miniature boats

were used to represent real ships. Tables and charts wre devised

17



to ascrUin movement and the effects of a fire fight.

Two additional developments appeared at about this time in

the United Btates.!- The first was the use of celluloid sheets (or

overlays) whioh vere placed over the maps, and on which the formation

and movments were drawn in max pencil. This eliminated the need

for blocks, and had a distinct advantage in that a historical record

of the game could be kept by using successive sheets of celluloid.

The second development was the so-called 'Single Handed kzercises,N

in which the director acted as the conmander of one of the sides,

and so led the exercise as to illustrate tactical and srrategle

principles of his om choosinz in order to instruct the student

commander of the opposing side.

THE WAR WM IX T•E EARLY 20T CZNT3Y

The early 2O+h ;.ntary saw an increased use of the von

Verdy type of war game, the Preo riugsspiel, with a coi-esponding

relative neglect of the Rigid t"pe of Krieosspiel. Thee also

occurred a definite trend toward the use of nape of actual terrain,

dran to a suitable scale; breaking away from the 'idea' a"pe of

von leinswits, Livernre, and wo- Heckel.

Tm additional works att rted to clarify the methods of

playing the Free type of war pas. One of theme was the ork of

Frederick ImemweZ 4-1vo published 'Me Regimental Var 0=00' in

1907. In this book, Imamel maiepased the Importance of a com-

petent director, and advocated the free play of the Ver * sstn.
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Inasmuch as he felt tOat the previous war games focused too much

Atention on the play of large forces, mnuel ntroduced a game

which he asserted could be adapted to the ply of Regiment$, Batta-

Lions, and even Detachments. Imanuel adopted the tables with

scales of movements for the various branches, and pointed up the

importance of a realistic feeding of intelligence into the game.

T.his, of enurse, was left to the judgment and experience of the

direckrg Immanuel used mape with scales of 1D6250, 108000 and

1.10,000; using blocks to represent troops. The outcome of en-

gagements was left to the jtxdpent of the director. Emanuel did

not insist that the game be played to the very end, since he felt

that no useful instruction is gained by this practice.

The other work to appear during this period was that of

Farrand Sayre, who published, in 1911, a book called "Up Naneurare

and Tactical Ridee.8-/ Also an adv:oate of the Free type of play,

his s7sto" was very similar to that of Iam,,uel, except that he used

a siqlified chart in order to calculate the effects of fire, again

eloying the standard &ad multiplier method. (see Figure 2 .)

During this period, mvq field trips in Oevwmy were smple-

eanted or replaced by mp reacvers.W- Ma y of these, rather sg-

nificantly, took plee Ia te border coumtries surrounding Oermav.

Graf Ton Schlieffen, as Chief of Staff, was prominent in may of

the trip and amp manaers. A brilliant tactician and military

leader, be attepted to solve the problem of war on teo fronte,

ihfeh he considered inevitable for Germny in any fatiue wars. Is
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wrote many booe intended for the traininC of officers, and stial

stands today as a class2c taerher in the art of warfare.

W WAR am: 19114 - 19

Probably the greatest uwe of the war game, in the past half
century was ma03 by he Oeranas.12./ heir $pring offensive in 1918
was rehearsed by means of a map maneuver, which shoved how slim the
chances of success were. The years after 1918 saw the wr game be.
come an essemtial part of the Oermn Arsi training proram•. This
was principally due to the allied reetri••ions placed on the also

of the Owsun Ara wnd the amunt of funds available after thebr de.

feat. Since they were not able to covAdct field maneuvers to sa

practical extent, the Oemanms were forced to tuam to m maniavere

for 'Ae training of troop., and for the advanced training of offi-

ces in the art of making decisions and lasing orders. The war

Cames which reeulted were of a very higa quality. It ahould be
noted, hoverer, that the vwee all eesentially the von VTa"* " of

exercises.

It was at sone time dwing theee years that Field Marshall van

Blumberg is maid to have cmidaeted a serie!, of top-eeret strategic

war games in wtict he att.ated a solul'on of the existing problm

of the defense of Germany. No records are availa'le of the detals

of these gase. A rvergamiaation occurred aeon after, which involved

the dismiseal of Romerg 3nd otheres ww w have had knwledig. of

what quectw Ueire answered with these g•ee.



Generaloberst Beck, usually considered as Schlieffen's

vjauessor, was also prominent in the use of war games. Strongly

protecting Hitler's decision to invase Csechoslovakia, he attempted

to support the reasons iLor his objections by means of a war game.

The game eiid, inleed, confirm the opinions he held. However, the

results of his game apparently were not borne out by later events.

Beck also, In 1940 was in3trumertal in conducting another game in-

volving the Gerzan Livasion through the Ardennes. The exercise was

so well conducted, in this case, that everyone wa= thoroughly re-

hearsed in the job he had to do and the problems he had to solve.

The actual campaign was then conducted with astonishing ease; in

fact, the Germans assert that it came off easier than they had ex-

pected, due to their over-estimation of the Belgian and French Air

Forces.

In November of 1944, PR.eld Marshall Model again conducted a

map maneuver with the Ardennes as the setting. However, in this case

the situation was reversed. 7he Allies were poised for the attack

and the game constituted an attempt to determine the defensive tac-

tics necessary to hold the American forces. Soon after the game be-

van, the attack occwred, and Model ordered that decisions as to

necessary actions were to be made directly from the game room, thereby

converting an Imaginary game into stern reality.

Two additional uses of the map maneuver were made in Germany

during World War II. The first was called the Otto Map Exercise,

involving Operation Barbarosia, the invasion of the Ukraine. This
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exercise, like the earlier Ardennes games proved high profitable.

The second use of the game was in Operation Beeloewe, the Invasion
of' England, which pointed up the many technical difficulties which de-
manded solution before ary crossing of the English Channel could be

attampted.

Essentially three types of games were being played in Ger-

many during this period, although they may all be classified as em-

ploying the von Verdy method of Free play. The first was the Minor

Tactical Game, played on maps 1.5000 - WOW0S0 and involving forces

up to brigade strength. The second was the Great KrIegsspielp play~ed

on maps of Iltl;,000p and involving forces of brigades, divisions,

and larger. The third type was the Strategic War Game, played on

maps up to 1t100,000, and involving armies and army groups. These

Strategic War Games were usually top-aecret, and many of the indust-

rial, political, and business leaders of Germany were invited to

participate, together with mmmbers of the Propaganda- Ministry.

Very little development occurred during thic period in the

United States. Alt'Aough a considerable amount of instruction and

training was being accomplished by means of the map maneuver, the

emphasis was focused on the CPI, or field maneuver. In 1938,YR.

0. Wells published a book called *Litt.Le Wars5 in which he proposed

the use of a large spare, such as a drill hail floor, on which the

terrain was built up in wood, with painted shriub and twigs used to
represent trees and forests. He proposed lead soldiers for troops,

and toy guns which actually emitted projectiles. Intended originally
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as a child' s game, it proved too cumbersome for military use, al-

though ,,any of the features of the game were adopted for the sand

table.

Also in 1938, E. A. Raymond of the Field Artillery Reserve,

proposed a similar game, employing a board, 4' x 10'. with' contours

built up in cork, and pa:ý.ited terrain features. Miniature ships,

tanks, guns, etc., were made of molded rubber. Effects of fire

were calculated on the basis of range and chance, uirn dCze. Al-

though this game, like that of Wells, was not exti~nsively used, many

of its features were also adopted fox the sand table.

M"D= WAF GAMING

It was von Neumann who, in 1927, supplied the theory which was

used by others to initiate a rencwed interest in and a renewed

awareness of the potentialities of the "rigid" type of war games.

Describing a conflict situation as one in which the conse-

quences of a decision are not only dependent upon the actions of

the decision maker, but upon the actions of an opponent as well, von

Neumann developed the minimax principle for making decisions in such

situations. He proposed a model fsr the conflict situation which he

called a game. In war gaming, the model is made to aDproximate actual

battle situations, and the similarity of the model and reality

makes possible a translation of the predictions uf the model to the

real situation.

In 1944, von Neumann and Oskar Morganstern published an
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extensive account of game theory in their "Theory of Games and Econom-

ic Behavior." The rigorous treatment applied to games by their

theories has been transferred to war gaming, providing for a scien-

t.ftc analysis of decision making in warfare with r. considerable

future potential. Called *operational gaming," extensive explora-

tion is continuing today in efforts to expand the possibiliti3s and

uses*

At the present ti±e, there exist many types of war games.

Howcver, for the present discussion, the distinction between "free"

and "rigid" will be retained.

The "free" war game, or map maneuver has continued to in-

crease in importance and use. Since almost every operation of war,

from• a small-scale patrol to the conflicts between whole armies can

be represented, the war game affords considerable opportunity for

examining the methods of conducting war. Perhaps the primary and

most frequent use of the exercise is for training purposes. Its

value hare is unquestioned and has stood the test of time. By its

use, military pen can be trained for leadership, using the game for

such subjects as formations, tactics and strategy, organization of

combat forces, and decision makzig and order giving. The men who

are to fill staff positions can be trained in such subjects as lo-

gistics and the organisation of rear echelon troops.

Another important and very frequent use of the free type of

execisf is in the planning of operations. Its value as a planning

tool has been thoroughly proven both by the Germans and the Ahied

24
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Forces during Vorld War II. Even now, the deployment of the occu-

pation forces in Europe is being planned to considerable extent with

the aid of map maneuvers.

The growth of the "rigid" type of game, from the prototype of

von Reisswitz, and from those more sophisticated games of Livermore

and Totten, with the added mathematical power given to it by von

New.iaran's th•., s, has been rapid during recent years. It has de-

veloped into a potentially powerful research tool, used to test new

combat principles and organizatio .j.
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Figure 2. Sample of multiplier chart of the type used in early war

ganes. Based on Sayre' work, the standard, at 1.00, indicates that

one company of 128 men, deployed and ired upon by another compWay

of equal strength, will lose one man per minute, assuming the var-

ious factors as listed in the column under 1.00. If, for acamle,

the firing troops were employing rapid fire, the standard is multi-

plied by 1.20. Successive multiplicationb are carried out to take

into account all the various factors.
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